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Family Brand Competitiveness
in tlie Post-IVIeltdown World

A

B y Art S t e w a r t

s the global economy shifts,
family enterprises need to focus
on their competitive durability
and resiliency in response to the prolonged new normal of a transforming
landscape.
In today's business context, whether you are a B-to-B or B-to-C player,
customers or clients
draw less of a distinction between a business' ownership orientation than they do
for their credibility,
reputation and the
perceived
delivery
on values indicators
ART STEWART
in their products and
services. A new responsibility paradigm
is emerging in which companies face
unprecedented scrutiny for matters of
accountability, transparency, competency and integrity, as well as for authentic
linkages between their business ambitions and public interest values.
Welcome to the new foundation
upon which smart competitiveness is
built: family brands that don't just deliver value, but are constructed upon a
holistic system of shared values!
The great news: family enterprises
are uniquely oriented to deliver on
these evolved expectations because their
legacy characteristics address post-crisis
expectations of business. NextGen family members assuming leadership roles
can help guide their senior counterparts
in realizing new models for responsible
competitiveness, supported by more
contemporary brand platforms.
A brand platform is the foundational
system upon which all the touch points
(direct encounters and experiences) with
a brand are executed. Depending on the
nature of the business, its industry and
stakeholder universe, a family enterprise brand platform likely includes:

• The public identity (image components)
• Competitive positioning (business
case)
• Product or service messaging (communications program)
• Brand anatomy (structural components of the product-service offering
- such as point-of-purchase experience or packaging)
• Executive leadership behavior (intentional initiatives)
• Industry engagement strategy
• Mission statement and values credo
(organization policies and their enforcement processes around culture,
ethics)
• Technology implementation (process
design and management support)
Such a brand platform must meld core
family characteristics, values and competitive differentials along with the organization's sales proposition. While many
family enterprises manage to successfully
ingrain their values in their organization

and its culture, they often fail to consistently apply values-based behavior across
their business strategy - from new product or service innovation, alliance-collaboration building and human resources
practices, to senior executive thought
leadership, channel partnering, intellectual property management, technology
transferring and outsourcing strategies.
WTien a family brand platform is built
upon fundamental, sustained valuesbased behavior, it will have widespread
impact - from reducing costs and improving productivity to creating internal
community to support it publicly.
Good brand behavior will help ensure a more fluid execution of the business strategy and a strengthened culture
of loyalty among both family and nonfamily employees. It will also support
smoother organization transformation
during periods of change.
A solid family brand platform also
enables competitive encroachments to
be more effectively combated, and fosters a culture of openness and truthful
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communication that instills integrity in
management and business practices.
Here are some questions to help guide
your strategic focus toward a contemporary family brand platform that aligns
with the changed expectations for responsible business models:
Customer Empowerment
and Retention
Do you adequately fund the resources
needed for quality response to customer
problems?
Do you advance a customer-centric
business model by training and properly
supervising frontline employees so that
they may act as informative facilitators in
meeting evolving customer needs?
Do you re-engage lapsed customers by
seeking out their feedback on why they
left, and do you have an active restitution
process to restore their good will?
Strategic Competitiveness
Do you cut costs by using inferior
components, or shortcut the manufacturing process, resulting in product obsolescence?
Do you assign resources to the continual tweaking of first-generation product releases to maintain mass appeal and
short-term returns, or do you set aside
adequate funds for R & D that evolve
products responsive to customer aspirations long term?
Industry L e a d e r s h i p
a n d Sustainability
Have you developed a "trust zone" for
shared intelligence and non-threatening collaboration with competitors that
benefits your industry and customers at
large?
Do you comply with industry regulations in a reactionary mode, or do you
proactively support new standards by
setting your own example?
Community Re-Investment
Is your idea of community involvement to write a check, promote it, and
forget it — or do you direct those funds
into a flextime program to reward employee volunteerism, or partner with
philanthropic organizations for training
programs that empower employee activism?
Ethical E m p l o y e e Recruitment
a n d Retention
Do you enforce fair employment prac-

tices with pro-diversity and non-discrimination policies?
Do you "put people first" by offering
day care for employee parents and flextime or telecommuting options for employees juggling the demands of family?
Responsible Business
Practices
Are you targeting aspects of your
business for energy conservation and
resource utilization? I f so, are you formally measuring them, adhering to the

requirements of independent validation,
and communicating the results publicly?
Do you know everything you should
about your strategic partners and the facilities in which your products are produced?
Have you defined sustainability contracting/purchasing guidelines for your
various business partners, such as your
supply chain?
Do you pro-actively engage with your
suppliers to resolve compliance issues
and seek improvements?
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Building Family Trust for Generations
For almost 150 years, generation after generation of
New England's fannlly businesses have turned to Hemenway
& Barnes for trusted advice about complex estate, tax and
succession issues, charitable planning, and more.
Our clients turn to us to help protect and preserve their
assets, to ensure the well-being of their families and to
distribute assets in accordance with immediate and
long-term needs and goals.
Meeting the challenges of sustainable family prosperity
and unity requires great thought, care and planning.
Whatever the challenge, families trust Hemenway & Barnes
to help them find solutions.

Estate and Tax Planning | Professional Trustee Services
Trust and Estate Administration | Charitable Planning
Retirement Planning | Family Business | Family Office
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